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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a study conducted to understand how facial
expressions in audio-visual prompts given by virtual humans are
understood by elderly people on an emotional level with an aim to
design emotionally aligned prompts for persons with cognitive
disabilities who often need assistance from a caregiver to
complete daily living activities such as washing hands, making
food, or getting dressed. Artificially intelligent systems have been
developed that can assist in such situations. Our long term aim is
to enhance such systems by delivering automated prompts that are
emotionally aligned with individuals in order to have better
human-system interaction in helping with the tasks. This paper
presents a set of prompts of male and female virtual humans with
a focus on their facial expressions. A user study with elderly
persons was conducted with respect to three basic and important
dimensions of emotional experience: Evaluation, Potency, and
Activity (EPA). Results show that there is significant consensus
on E and P dimensions, and some consensus on the A dimension.
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1. INTRODUCTION
People with cognitive disabilities such as Alzheimer’s disease and
related dementias have trouble completing activities of daily
living (AD) and are usually assisted by a human care partner. The
use of computerized intelligent cognitive assistants (ICAs) can
help reduce a care partner’s burden, and can increase feelings of
independence and control in a care recipient. These ICAs take the
form of automated methods for monitoring a person and inferring
their activities, combined with some form of prompting to provide
assistance when necessary. However, even when this technology
satisfies functional requirements, people often reject it. We
believe that a major reason for non-adoption is the lack of an
affective (emotional) connection between technology and human.
For example, [14] demonstrates a prompting system called the
COACH that can monitor a person with Alzheimer's disease while
they are trying to wash their hands, detect when they have lost
track of what they are doing, and play a prerecorded assistive
prompt. The COACH is effective at monitoring and making
decisions about when/what to prompt [14], and works well for
some persons, but not as well for others. Considering the
heterogeneity in socio-cultural and personal affective identities, a
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primary reason for lack of effectiveness may be the static, nonadaptive nature of the “canned” (pre-recorded) prompts. While
significant efforts have been made to design prompts founded on
the methods and styles of human caregivers [23], a simple “one
size fits all” style of prompting may be limiting. While one person
may find a prompt helpful and motivational, another may find it
imperious and impatient. The first person is likely to follow the
prompt, to feel respected, valued, and in control, and to adopt and
recommend the technology. The second person, on the other hand,
may feel confused by the prompt and discontinue the task.
However, a different style of prompting (i.e. a more subtle
prompt, perhaps with a different tone of voice, or with a different
wording), may be much more effective for the second person, but
not for the first. Each person comes from a different background,
has a different sense of “self”, and has different emotional
responses to prompts. In this paper, we make use of a sociological
theory of identity and the “self” called “Affect Control Theory”
(ACT) [6,11].
ACT posits that humans seek emotional
consistency in their interactions, and value others who understand
and respect their emotional sense of self (their “identity”).
Affective identity is believed to be a powerful tool for reasoning
about illness in general [10]. Studies of identity in Alzheimer’s
disease have found that identity changes dramatically over the
course of the disease [15], and that persons with AD have more
abstract notions of their identity [19].
Our long-term aim is to build technology that will detect and
adapt to these differences. Our study took place in two phases. In
Phase I, described in [12, 13], we created a set of audio-visual
prompts, using a virtual human developed with the USC Virtual
Human Toolkit (VHT). We built a set of six audio-visual prompts
(for different steps of the handwashing task) with five different
emotional deliveries (e.g. “bossy”, “motherly” or “bored”). We
then did an online survey to measure human responses to these
thirty different prompts. Participants were in age groups ranging
from 18-54 and 65 & older. We measured responses on three
important emotional dimensions of Evaluation (valence), Potency
(power/dominance) and Activity, termed as EPA. We analyzed
the results primarily in terms of the consensus of respondents
within each measured dimension (EPA). The respondents agreed
(reach consensus) on the evaluation dimension (“good” vs.
“bad”), there was less clear agreement on the potency (“powerful”
vs. “powerless”) and activity (“active” vs. “asleep”) dimensions.
The toolkit we used was feature packed but very computationally
intensive. The videos were static and not very realistic.
In Phase II of the study, described in this paper, we developed
prompts using virtual human characters from the University of
Colorado [22], shown in Figure 1. We used their web API to
customize for our purpose and achieved better dynamic
interaction control. The characters also have a few head and eye
movements when in idle state. For this phase, we had a close-up
image of the characters with primary focus on their facial

expressions as they deliver the prompt. The goal of Phase II of the
study is to determine the facial expressions and EPA space
mappings of the expressive prompts of the new avatars by
conducting a survey with an elderly population without
Alzheimer’s disease, and by analyzing and comparing results with
those from Phase I.

active (A)1. Comparatively a “patient” is seen as
[0.9,−0.69,−1.05], less powerful and less active than a “nurse”.
Social events cause transient impressions, τ, of identities and
behaviors that deviate from their corresponding fundamental
sentiments, f. ACT models this formation of impressions from
events with a minimalist grammar of the form agent-behaviorclient. Consider, for example, a nurse (agent) who ignores
(behavior) a patient (client). Observers agree, and ACT predicts,
that this nurse appears (τ) less nice (E), and less potent (P), than
the cultural average (f) of a nurse. The Euclidean distance
between τ and f is called the deflection (D), and is hypothesized to
correspond to an aversive state of mind that humans seek to avoid
(the affect control principle). For example, the nurse who
“ignores” a patient has a deflection of over 15 (very high),
whereas if the nurse “comforts” the patient, the deflection is 1.5
(very low). The affect control principle also allows ACT to
compute normative actions for artificial agents: those that
minimize deflection. ACT has been shown to be a powerful
predictor of human behavior [11].

Figure 1: Virtual humans used in the study

Recently, a probabilistic and decision theoretic generalization of
the ACT model was proposed called BayesAct [7]. BayesAct
allows the principles of ACT to be used to guide artificially
intelligent systems on an emotional level. It also allows ACT to
model more complex affective sentiments, including ones that are
multi-modal. A proposal to use BayesAct in the COACH system
was presented in [7], and a proof of concept integration was
presented in [9]. This combination created an “enhanced”
COACH system that could choose an appropriate action with an
EPA output that minimized deflection according to ACT
principles. In this paper, we develop a set of prompts, using a
customized facial expression and operationalized in the same
three dimensional space as ACT that could be used by the
enhanced COACH system. In this paper, we describe a survey of
elderly persons’ perceptions of these prompts in terms of EPA
dimensions, and the measured EPA values given by this study
provide a reference that can be used by the enhanced COACH
system from [9] to choose the best (emotionally aligned) prompt
for a desired user action step.

2. BACKGROUND
The task of hand washing activity consists of five essential steps:
turning water on, using soap, rinsing hands, drying hands, and
turning water off. An assistive handwashing system called
COACH (Cognitive Orthosis for Assisting with aCtivites in the
Home) [14] uses a video camera placed above the wash basin that
captures the current activity by tracking hand and towel positions.
An artificial intelligence module determines an appropriate action
to take: either ‘prompt the user’ for one of the steps of
handwashing, or ‘summon the caregiver’ or ‘continue observing
the user activity’. The speaker of the prompt is not currently
visualized which limits the interaction.
Affect Control Theory (ACT) arises from work on the sociology
of human interaction [6,11]. ACT proposes that social
perceptions, behaviors, and emotions are guided by a
psychological need to minimize the differences between culturally
shared fundamental affective sentiments about social situations
and the transient impressions resulting from the interactions
between elements within those situations. Fundamental
sentiments, f, are representations of social objects, such as
interactants’ identities and behaviors or environmental settings, as
vectors in a three-dimensional affective space. The basis vectors
of the affective space are called Evaluation/valence,
Potency/control, and Activity/arousal (EPA). The EPA space is
hypothesized to be a universal organizing principle of human
socio-emotional experience, based on the discovery that these
dimensions structure the semantic relations of linguistic concepts
across languages and cultures [16]. They also emerged from
statistical analyses of co-occurrence of a large variety of
physiological, facial, gestural, and cognitive features of emotional
experience [4], and relate to the universal dimensionality of
personality, and social cognition [20].
EPA profiles of concepts can be measured with the semantic
differential, a survey technique where respondents rate affective
meanings of concepts on numerical scales. In general, withincultural agreement about EPA meanings of social concepts is high
even across subgroups of society, and cultural-average EPA
ratings from as little as a few dozen survey participants are
extremely stable over extended periods of time [5]. For example,
the EPA for the identity of “nurse” is [1.65,0.93,0.34], meaning
that nurses are seen as quite good (E), a bit powerful (P), and a bit

3. FACIAL EXPRESSIONS
The facial expressions relating to six universal emotions were
studied extensively by Paul Ekman [2,3], indicating how the facial
muscles of mouth, brows and eyes contribute towards emotion
display on the face. Figure 2 shows mappings based on Ekman’s
work, categorized according to the three basic emotion
dimensions (EPA) of ACT. These mappings are those used in the
Interact2 simulator to generate a set of facial expressions in a
simple virtual character (outlined in [17]). Formulas for adjusting
lips, brows and eyes are carefully defined based on input EPA
profile values so that they appear realistic. Some expressions for
basic emotions, along with their EPA values based on two
datasets are shown in Figure 3.

4. PROMPTS DESIGN
For this study, we chose to consider just the ‘water on’ step of the
handwashing task. We customized 11 prompts for each male and
female virtual character, resulting in a total of 22 prompts. Based
on the principles of expressions for EPA profiles given in Figure
2, we customized the virtual human avatars from University of
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EPA values range from -4.3 to 4.3 by convention
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Available download at http://www.indiana.edu/~socpsy/ACT/

Colorado [22], using their web API. Prompt text and expression
were designed based on expected EPA in terms of positive,
negative and neutral for each dimension. For example, while
designing a prompt for EPA + + + i.e. positive on all dimensions,
we devised prompt text as ‘Hello.I am so glad to have you
here.Turn on the water.’ The corresponding expression had lips
curved up for smile, brows arched upwards, lips pulled up higher,
eyelids widened, and lower lip dropped.

Figure 4: Example Screenshot of the survey showing new
virtual human and the three ratings scales
Figure 2: Facial Expression guidelines

Figure 5: Consensus Summary.

5.1 Consensus Analysis

Figure 3: Sample Interact simulator results

5. USER STUDY
An online survey for the newly designed prompts was conducted
in which participants were asked to play and watch the 22
prompts and rate them based on Evaluation, Potency, and Activity
dimensions (on a scale of -4.3 to +4.3). For each dimension a bipolar scale called semantic differential was used, labelled as
infinitely (-4.3), extremely (-3), quite (-2), slightly (-1), neutral
(0), slightly (1), quite (2), extremely (3), infinitely (4.3). We
provided meaning of all three dimensions to participants before
they started the survey. The survey application was built in-house.
The survey took around 20 minutes to complete. The questions for
male and female avatar were provided in an alternate fashion. The
participant list for the survey was provided from database of local
healthy seniors’ names, contact details and some medical history
and who are interested in taking part in research. The participants
who confirmed interest were sent the survey link. They also
provided their consent online and checked if their audio/video
worked fine. They were asked to play each prompt before
providing their ratings. They could skip any question or exit the
survey at any point in time. At the end of the survey, information
on gender, age group, and free-form comments was requested. An
example screen shot of a question is shown in Figure 4. Twentytwo respondents (8 males/14 females) completed the survey3.
3
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To determine consensus amongst participants, we followed the
culture-as-consensus model [1,22,5]. This allows measurement of
whether respondents homogeneously represent a common culture
that explains the similarity in their answers to questions about the
cultural norms [18]. The method computes the Eigenvalues of the
covariance matrix of all responses for each of E, P, A separately,
where the covariance is computed in the space spanned by the
participants, with data given by the questions. Thus, we are
computing the principal components that indicate the extent to
which respondents agree in their ratings across all items. If there
is one large first factor (i.e. the first Eigenvalue is notably larger
than the second), this reflects cultural commonality in the
respondent’s ratings and provides evidence of one dominant factor
governing respondent’s judgement [5]. In this paper, if the firstto-second Eigenvalue ratio is equal or greater than 2.0, it is
considered as significant, as suggested by [18,5]. We first
consider consensus across all the data, followed by more detailed
analyses across different sub-groups of the dataset. Figure 5
summarizes result with consensus highlighted in green. Dark
green is for values greater than 2.0, while light green is for values
between 1.8 and 2.0 which is quite close to consensus. Detailed
results in [12].
All Data: There is consensus on E and P dimensions and close to
consensus on A.
Gender of virtual character: For male and female character,
respondents seem to have consensus on E and P dimension, and
for female character, they were close to consensus on A
Gender of respondents: Male respondents seem to have consensus
on E and P dimensions and close to consensus on A, whereas
female respondents seem to agree more on E dimension only.
Age group of respondents: Respondents in age-group 65-69 yrs.
had consensus in E dimension, and respondents in age-group 70
yrs. and up agreed more on P and A dimensions.

For all 22 prompts, we also compared the sign of average rating
(positive, negative or neutral) on each E, P and A dimension
within groups of respondents with those of expected sign of E, P
and A based on design as per Figure 2. The analysis is shown in
Table 1. A match in sign is highlighted. Each group has different
color for better visualization. Highest match achieved was for E
dimension, then A and P dimensions. Respondents in age-group
65-69 yrs. had the highest overall match for E and P signs, while
A dimension sign matched highest for female respondents’ data.

Table 1: Expected EPA sign and actuals in different datasets.

6. CONCLUSION
This paper introduces mapping of facial expressions of a virtual
human to the 3 dimensions of emotional space (Evaluation,
Potency and Activity), with an aim to improve assistive systems
that help persons with cognitive disabilities. In this paper, we
present results from a study of the impressions of non-demented
elderly persons as a first step towards building emotionally aware
cognitive assistants. Results show there is significant consensus
on E and P dimensions, and some consensus on the A dimension.
In phase I study, only E dimension had maximum consensus.
Future improvements to the study include animations of a real
person, or speech variations in the character. A study is planned
with the target population (elders with cognitive disabilities). We
expect differences will be found in the responses of participants,
mainly due to the wide range, quickly changing, and more easily
suggestible affective identities that are held by persons with
dementia [10,15,19]. We also expect more usability challenges
with this population. We are proceeding first with the current
study (with healthy elderly people), and with a second ongoing
study of identity in Alzheimer’s disease [8]. Future studies may
also evaluate the prompts in different cultures or languages.
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